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REPORT 
OF 
THE GOVERNOR OF NEW MEXICO. 
EXECUTIVE OFFICE, TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO, 
Santa Fe, September 13, 188 7. 
SIR: I ha Ye the honor to transmit herewith, in response to your 
instruetions of August 13, my annual report of the general condition of 
this Territory, in the respects and in the order of topics suggested by 
your letter · of instructions. 
POPULATION. 
Thete has been a marked increase in the population of the Territory 
during the past seven years, greater than during any previous corre-
sponding period. 
The census of 1860 shows a population at that time of 87,034; that 
of 1870, 91,874, a gain of 4,840; and that of 1880, taken. during and 
immediately following an era of active railroad construction, which 
brought to the Territory large numbers of people from the States, shows 
a population of 119,565, a gain of 27,791 in ten years. The semi-decen-
nial census of 1885 shows a population of 134,141, a gain of 14,576 in. 
five years. It is safe to say that nearly that number in addition bas 
been added during the past two years, and that at the present rate of 
increase the census of 1890 will show a population of not less than 
200,000. 
The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad Company has inaugu-
rated a system of excursion parties and is offering unusual facilities to 
emigrants and home-seekers to visit New ... \..1. exico. It was through this 
means that that company induced several hundred thousand people to 
visit and settle in Kansas, and it is not unreasonable to expect similar 
results from that policy here. 
The census of 1880 develops the fact tllat 101,046 of the population 
of that year were natives of New Mexico, 5,173 of Old Mexico, 11,068 
of other States and TerritorieR of the United States, and 2,278 of Eu-
ropean states. 
The census of 1885 shows a native population of 102,107 and 4,274 of 
Old Mexico, a net gain in population of Spanish extraction of 162; of 
natives of other States and Territories of the United States, 22,020, a 
gain of 11,556; of natives of European states 5,736, a gain of 3,458, 
and a net gain in population of 14,576, all presumably of .Anglo-Saxon 
extraction, in five years, from 1880 to 1885, and that gain has vastly 
increased in the two years that have since elapsed. 
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TAXATION. 
The aggregate assessment of taxable property for 1886 was $56,000,000. 
That amount will be materially increased by the assessment for 1887, 
probably.to $63,000,000. This, after deducting $300 exemption to every 
tax payer. . 
The rate of taxation fixed by statute is, for ·Territorial purposes, one-
half of 1 per cent.; for county purposes, one-quarter of 1 per cent., and 
for school purposes, from one-•quarter to one-third of 1 per cent. the 
amount determined by the school district. For all purposes the rate of 
- taxation is less than 2 per cent. 
Our system of taxation is not only imperfect in itself, but imperfectly 
administered. Considerable amounts of property, especially of cattle 
and sheep, fail to get upon the tax-rolls, and other considerable amounts, 
' especially of realty, fail of collection by reason of imperfect description. 
So that, between the low rate of taxation, the imperfect methods of 
assessment and collection, and increasing expenditures, the Territory 
is falling heavily into debt, a condition which can be corrected in time 
to save the Territory from very serious embarrassment only by Con-
gressional sanction of a special session of the Territorial legislature for 
that purpose. 
SET'l'LEMENT OF LANDS. 
During the first half of the fiscal year 1,141 entries of public lands, 
aggregating 152,500 acres, were made. It is presumable that these 
entries were with a view to settlement. In addition to these, it is known 
that large numbers of people have entered upon and commenced culti-
vation of public lands, remote from the land offices, who have not yet 
made record of their entries, having six months from <late of location 
in which to make .i5uch rec'ord. 
It is noticeable in all the trade centers that home-grown farm prod-
ucts are much more plentiful on the local markets than ever before, 
indicating a largely increased and increasing settlement and cultivation 
of the lands. This increase is noticeable in all parts of the Territory, 
more especially in Lincoln County, bordering 0n Texas, to which immi-
gration has for a year past been very large, and also in the vicinity of 
the principal cities. 1 
SETTLEMENT OF LAND TITLES. 
I desire to renew the recommendation of my former reports for the 
passage of the bill substantially as adopted by the House of Repre-
sentatives of the last Congress, or at least of some effective measure, 
for the settlement of titles to lands embraced in Spanish and Mexican 
grants. 
The investigations of the surveyor-general have shown that a con-
siderable proportion of these grants are meritorious and ought to be 
confirmed, in accordance with treaty obligations. Those inve tigations 
al o how that practically the remainder of those grants are either 
fictitious or greatly expanded, and that the lands they tbu embrace 
should revert to the public domain and become at once subject to di -
po al under the public-lau<l laws. 
B th cla e of the eland are now practically sealed again t ettle-
m nt and development, simply b can 'e no muniments of ti le th reto 
can 1 gaily pa for w~ut of action by Congress. The owner of bona 
fide grant cannot ell, because an act of Congress is required to enable 
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them to give a legal title, and settJers cannot safely go upon the I?U ~lie 
lands included in the fictitious and expanded grants under thA ex1stmg 
condition of conflict of title, which can be finally settled onlY: by Con-
gress, or by some tribunal established for that purpose, and 1t cannot 
be settled by an act of Congress except by affirmative action. Negative 
action by Congress settles nothing so far as the grant claimant is con-
cerned, though the refusal to confirm becomes an additional cloud upon 
his title. The claimant still has his recourse in the courts, and the 
fact that former surveyors-general have approved a large number of 
tl.tis class of grants, which approval has had the effect of putting the 
claimants in possession, with power to eject trespassers, must operate 
to keep those claimants in possession, and the lands consequently ex-
cluded from settlement and development for indefinite years, in the 
absence of some more effective method of ascertaining and defining 
titles. 
The bill mentioned, or some measure akin thereto, it is believed, will 
establish that method, as it institutes entirely independent machinery 
for that sole purpose. I t would be practically a land court, unembac-
rassed with other functions or duties-able to devote its entire time to 
this specific object-and, composed of lawyers and publicists, would be 
quite as competent to successfully adjudicate this question as any exist-
ing judicial board. · 
Very important assistance would be rendered such tribunal and its 
work expedited in the rigid investigations that have already-been made 
by the surY"eyor-general. In view of the well-understood searching 
examination he has given these claims, the public apprehensipn will at 
once conclude that such claims as he has approved are well founded in 
law and equity. Titles to those grants may therefore be considered 
settled, while the showing that his records will make, when referred to 
the commi8sion, as provided by the bill mentioned, of the validity of 
some, and of the expansion of unapproved grants and the fabrication of 
others. will amount to a settlement of most of such by the confirmation 
of such proportion as is found meritorious and the restoration of the 
balance to the public domain. So that, instead of unsettling land titles 
here, the action of the surveyor-general has had the effect of actually 
an~ finally settling 'such titles. Practically, one-half of the land-grant 
claims that have passed his examination have been thus settled, and 
that decision would doubtless be confirmed substantially by any tri-
bunal that may be provided for their adjudication. 
To impose this enormous labor upon any existing tribunal or depart-
ment of the Government already overwhelmed with the daily increasing 
duties now laid upon them, though abundantly competent and trust-
worthy, could_ but prolong settlement to the very grave detriment of'all 
the interests involved. 
Time has become an important factor in this matter. The ~ave of 
emigration that has in the last thirty years filled the States east of the 
Rocky Mountains has reached the borders of New Mexico. Practically 
~11 the public lands in those States have been taken up, and New Mex-
ICo's turn has come. The sixty million acres of undisputed public lands, 
and the other disputed lands, of which there are also millions of acres 
here, constitute an irresistible temptation to that mig-rating wave of 
people which is annually sweeping westward. 
In view of these conditions, and of the fact that an erroneous im-
pression has found lodgment in the public mind that a large proportion 
of the land titles in New Mexico are defective, to the embarrassment of 
immigration and development, it becomes of the first importance t,hat 
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some effective plan of settlement be established, and one that will 
secure that end with the least possible friction and delay. 
THE PUBLIC LANDS AND THE CATTLE INDUSTRY, 
For several years a proposition has been agitated in the interest of 
the cattte industry to so change the land laws as to authorize the pur-
chase or lease of large tracts of the public lands for grazing purposes-
tracts sufficiently large, and for a time sufficiently long, if leased, to 
warrant the expense of developing water thereon. 
This proposition is apparently based on the theory that the cattle in-
dustry, as now organized, is a perm·anent institution, and that large 
areas of this country are impossible of cultivation and must, therefore, 
be permanently devoted to cattle raising. In both these respects this 
theory is wrong-proven so by the developments of the last few years. 
During the years of the earlier .American settlement of the Territory, 
the cattlemen of the States and Territories of the Missouri Valley, who 
had been forced westward by the inflow of agriculturists from the easterly 
States and had finally reached New Mexico, found here vast unoccupied 
plains covered with nutritious grasses. These abundant natural feed-
ing grounds and the salubrious, healthful climate seemed the home of 
the stockman, atid the conclusion was not unnatural that the cattle in-
dustry had at last found a permanent locus, where the agriculturist 
would no more interfere to trammel or circumscribe its range. Anrl as 
if in order to fi'x that status, and the more certainly to insure immunity 
from such interference, practically all the known springs and wat~r-
courses, sometimes many miles apart, were appropriated, together with 
the intervening lands, to ranching purposes, and the word went to the 
East that New Mexico was exclusively a cattle country and no place for 
farmers. 
Vast ranches were thus organized on the puhlic lands with no shadow 
of title to but a fraction of the area tpey occupied and held, and ~he 
public domain absolved by millions ,of acres, iu part by scrip entries, 
but to a greater extent by fraudulent pre-emption and homestead en-
'!iries, by forcible seizure and ejectment of bona :fide occupants, and by 
illegal fencing, tiJl the cattleman, in combination with the ?laiman~s 
of other large tracts which bad been segregated from the pubhc domam 
by means of fabricated and enorm01;1.sly expanded Spanish grants, came 
to dominate the politics, courts aud juries, and general affairs of the 
Territory. Tl.le term '' Uattle Baron" then meant much more than it 
does now. It signified a domiuance and power that was arbitrary and 
imperious. 
But all that is now changing. The "granger" has struck New Mex-
ico, and with him is coming the essence of a new empire and a new 
order of things. He is developing and demonstrating the fa?t that 
New Mexico is a goo<l agricultural country, that practically all its sec-
tions are adapted to the succe sful and profitable culture of all grains, 
fruit , and vegetables known to the temperate zone. 
It i foun<l that the developing mines and growing cities afford a 
ready and profitable market for tlie prodnct of the farm and_ g~rden 
and t~at the fertile mountain valleys, which abound in the prox1m1ty to 
the mme ', afford ample opportunity for the supply of the demand for 
tha product creat d by the mining camp and the city. . 
School , churche , and organized society have sprung into existence 
wb re but few years ago were nothing but great ranches and herds of 
cattle. 
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Settlement and cultivation are changing existing conditions, pr~ 
cisely as they have heretofore in other western Territories. Water H' 
being developed by storag~ and sinking wel~s, where such develop 
ment was formerly thought impossible. 'rhe rams are fro~ year to yea1 
becoming more frequent, and large areas of country, which but a few 
years ago were absolutely barren deserts, are this year under cultiva 
tion and producing abundant food crops, which are found. vastly more 
profitabl~ in every way than cattle product. Hence the great ranches 
are being gradually but imrely circumscribed and diminished .. E,ery 
agriculturist that locates and opens up a farm becomes a growmg and 
perpetual menace to the continuance and value of the cattle industry 
as heretofore organized. 
All that has occurred so far in this connection is but a beginning. 
The few thousand agriculturists who haYe come in the past two years 
are but the advance of the irresistible throng now practically on the 
way, home seekers who are corning to realize the fact that the public 
lands to the East and West are practica11y gone, and that the last op-
portunity the people will have to secure cheap lands and homes in tlJo 
mild, salubrious, and healthful climate of the Southwest, once an illim-
itable :field open and free to all comers, is here in New Mexico. 
The cattleman of the past and the granger of the present represent 
two antagonistic classes of civilization. One is nomadic and a type oi 
semi-barbaric isolation; the other typi:fie6 and includes the school, the 
church, the factory, and the active element of human civilization and 
progress. There can be no co-operation, but only friction, between 
them when found in proximity, so pressing is the demand for all food-
bearing portions of the earth for the production of human comforts and 
the satisfaction of human wants. 
Under the pressure of this issue it becomes a question of but a few 
years, especially in view of the rapidly changing physical conditions, 
when all this Territory will be :filled. with people pursuing diversified 
industries, and the cattle ranch, as we have known it, will be a thing 
of the past. It will have been crowded out to the broader :fields to the 
southward, as it was forced to this locality from the Western States 
and Territories, and by the same irresistible natural forces. 
In view of this now absolute certainty of a radical change of condi-
tions, it would be unadvisable to modify our land laws in the interest 
of an industry that is in its nature inimical to development and in the 
presence of which the higher forms of civilization ure impossible. To 
do so would be but to give it a few additioual years of life ·here to no 
special or permanent ad vantage to itself~ but on tlle other hand to the 
great discouragement of agriculture and the retardation of the era of 
development in all the industries that contribute to public prosperity 
and make great States, now so well begun, and so full of promise for 
the future. 
What we most need for the stimulation of settlement and improve-
ment is not more liberal famlities for the acquirement of the-public 
lands through doubtful schemes of development in the ~cquisition of 
great estates, but the repeal of- all laws that now exist in ~he shape of 
timber-culture and desert-land acts, scrip entries, and all other measures 
whereby lands may be secured without actual residence and bona :fide 
valuable imprpvement, and hedge about the alienation of the public 
domain to that degree, that nothing short of actual residence and im-
provement for a stipulated term of years can make it possible to ac. 
quire them, and then only of the prescribed quantities now provided by 
the homestead law. , 
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The acts named permitting the disposal of the public lands without 
occupancy, as also the form of the cattle industry described, were well 
enough when the landed possessions of the Government were so vast 
that it was quite impossible to realize their extent·, and as valueless as 
they were vast; but that time bas gone by. With the enormous ex-
pansion of population and the corresponding enhancement of land 
values has come a clamor for cheap homes, which can be satisfied only 
on the public domain. That demand is steadily growing, while the 
public domain is as steadily disappearing. Many millions of acres of the 
public lands in New Mexico have been absorbed in grants and cattle 
ranches through most questionable practices, and to obtain homes on 
the portions so sequestered tbe settler must now pay twice or thrice 
what be could have obtained them for but for these questionable 
practices and the criminally loose administration of the land laws. 
It is to save what is-left of the public domain for devotion to homes 
within the reach of the landless poor, who •are . coming by scores of 
thousands to the West, that I repeat the urgent recommendation of 
each of my preceding annual reports, for the entire abrogation of all 
methods for the acquisition of the public lands except actual occupancy 
and cultivation. 
COMMERCE AND THE PROGRESS OF RAILROAD ENTERPRISES. 
There have been no conspicuous developments in these respects dur-
ing tlie past year. The only railroad construction that has taken place 
is 38 miles of the Texas, Santa Fe and Northern Narrow Gauge Rail-
road from Espanola, in Rio Arriba County, the temporary terminus of 
the Denver and Rio Grande to Santa Fe, and operated by the latter com-
pany, with a prospective continuance southward to the town of Cerrillos, 
on the line of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe. A surveying corps 
of tbo Rock Island and Paci.fie has been making surveys through the 
northern part of the Territory with a view to construction, but nothing 
further has yet been accomplished. 
The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe is also constructing through the 
Panhandle of Texas towards the eastern border of New Mexico, pre-
paratory to the construction of connections with its present lines. 
Passenger fares over the Atchison, Topeka and Sa,nta Fe Railroad in 
the Territory have been reduced from 6 to 4 cents per mile without 
pressure from any source; a fact creditable to the business sagacity a~d 
public spirit of that corporation. The business over that line both m 
farns and freights has largely increased during the past year. 
The mileage of road operated by this company, traversing ten of the 
fourteen counties, main line and branches, is 670. The mileage of the 
Denver and Rio Grande in the Territory is 15G; of the Arizona and 
New Mexico, narrow-gauge, from Lordsburg to the Arizona line, 26 
m~les; of the Southern Pacific, from El Paso to the Arizona line, 160 
m1Ies. Aggregate mileage of railroad in operation in the Territory, 
lOoO, and traversing twelve of its fourteen counties. 
AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT. 
Marked progress bas been made in the agricultural industries during 
the la t year. Not only have many thousands of acres of land been 
brou~ht under cultivation, and the industry systemized by the intro-
dnct10_n of the improved method peculiar to American immigration 
bu_t _with a large part of the native farmers there has been manife ta . 
hpmt of improvement in h abandonment of the primitive ways that 
ave so long prevailed among them. 
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The wooden plow, the sickle, the thrashing stockade, and t~e winn?w 
ing fork are being discarded, and in their places ~re com~ng the_ un-
proved machinery that bas made a successful sCJence of Ame.r:icaL 
agriculture. Once ventured, these people are quick to see t,be disad-
vantages of their old ways and the avantages of the new, to enable 
them to successfully compete with the new-comers. . 
Our agricultural-implement establishments are thoroughly eq~ip_red 
with the latest imorovements in that class of machinery, and It IS a 
most welcome fact-that they find ready and extensive sale. 
It is the testimony of dealers that more farming machinery bas been 
sold in this Territory since the 1st of January last than during any five 
previous years. While this is due in part to. the improved methods of 
cultivation, it also as clearly indicates the incoming: of a large far°;'ling 
population comprehending the utility and accustomed to the use of the 
scientific appliances of systematic and successful agriculture. Rural 
people, singly, in caravans, and in colonies, are now a not uncommon 
spectacle coming over the eastern borders of the Territory. They move 
leisurely westward, as have hundreds of thousands of the Western 
people, until they reach a section of country that suits them, and then 
locate _and begin in earnest the labor of creating new homes. They 
come with the gathered experience of similar ventures in their former 
homes, and at once become invaluable auxiliaries in the regeneration 
of this New West, and the organization of social, economic, and politi-
cal forces, and in the creation and up building of the new and prosperous 
State that is soon to be. 
Contrary to the popular impression in the Ea8t~ a very large propor-
tion of the lands of New Mexico are good. agricultural lands, which 
will average well with those of any of the States East or West. A fair 
computation would put the mountainous portions at some 30,000,000 
acres, the river valleys at 8,000,000, a::id the mesas at 4(),0U0,000. On 
the mesas there are, of course, considerable areas that are impossible 
of cultivation, possibly 10,000,000 acres, while on the other baud there 
are in the mountainous districts many valleys and hill slopes at alti-
tudes of 4,000 to 8,000 feet above sea-level, comprising some millions 
of acres, which are susceptible of successful cultivation, especially of 
all the small grains, all the common classes of vegetables, and of the 
har:dier fruits. These valleys abound in the vicinity of the mining camps, 
which ~ust always constitute for them a profitable market, while thuse 
valleys m turn by their vegetable products will materially contribute 
to the successful prosecution of mining by cheapening the cost of living 
and thus the cost of mining. So that at least one-half the area of New 
Mexico is susceptible of a high state of cultivation and successful farm-
ing .. The river valleys especially are rarely equaled anywhere in pro-
ductive energy. 
W_hen viewed in the light of the fact that in large portions of the 
Territ?ry these lands are interspersed with forests of timber, ·rnst 
deposits.of coal, and qnarries of excellent building stone, mines of all 
the prec10us and valuable metals, and a climate unequaled in salubrity 
and healthfulness, it will be apparent that New Mexico possesses rare 
attractions for the ambitious, energetic, industrious farmer and home-
seeker. 
STOCK·R.AISING. 
The condition of the cattle industry bas in some respects declined 
since my last report. While cattle a~e in better condition than last 
year, prices are lower, and there has been comparatively little move-
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ment-owners holding for better prices. This has produced a conditi o1i 
of stagnation which reaches beyond that industry itself, and to a degree 
affects the general condition of trade, cattle raising being one of the most 
important industries of the Territory. The number of cattle returned 
on the last year's (1886) assessment rolls is 91G,940. and the average 
asses8ed value for taxation is $12 per head, aggregating $11,003,280. 
The wool clip for the year, so far as aseertainable, is about 14,000,000 
pounds, ancl the average price per pound 15 cents. The nurn ber of 
sheep returned at the last year's assessment is 1, 70~,287. Oattle and 
sheep constitute mainly the stock industry of the Territory. There are, 
in addition to sheep and cattle, 91,173 other domestic animals, assessed 
at $1,278,147. · 
The cattle industry of this Territory is assuming radically changed 
conditions from those that have heretofore characterized it. The incom-
ing of agriculturists, and the devotion of an increasing area year by 
year to agricultural product, is gradually restricting the cattle range, 
and stockmen are finding themselves forced to the adoption of different 
methods, more in keeping with the seif-sustaining varied industries of 
civilized communities. The system of great ranches is gradually giving 
way to that of small farms, and thus people, illustrating the ~rganizing 
forces of schools, churches, and the higher forms of civilized life, are 
taking the place ofnomadism peculiar to the cattle range of the frontier. 
Very many of those engaged in the cattle industry recognize the 
inevitable change of conditions, and are modifying their plans accord-
ingly. Bet,ter grades of stock are being introduced, grasses and grains 
are bein"g cultivated for feed, and the result will be that a far less area 
will be required to matur:e the same amount of cattle for market, and a 
larger profit will be realized through the increase in weight and im-
provement in quality of the meat. The prosecution of thts industry 
will thus be rendered less vexatious in many ways, and more profitab~e 
not only to those engaged in it,, but to the entire community. What 1s 
taking place here in relation to cattle raising is also true of sheep rais-
ing and all other branches of the animal industry, and New Mexico is 
gradually approaching, and in due time will be found upon, a plane in 
this respect equal to the most advanced States of the Union. 
MINING. 
Since my last report the mining industry of the Territory has taken 
on new and much improved conditions. There isles~ speculative activ-
ity, but more substantial development; less capitalization and stocking, 
and more attention paid to putting the mines into a condition for active 
production; less of hawking prospect holes on the market as mines, but, 
instead, going down on those prospect holes and making of them mine 
in fact by developing their wealth. 
The cessation of the annual Indian raids, by the capture and deporta-
tion of the refractory Indians last year, by General Miles, has contrib-
~ted largely to this <:hange for the better in the condition of the mining 
mdustry. Another cause is in the increasing cultivation of the mount-
ain valleys in the vicinity of the mining camps, whereby the cost of 
subsisten~e _is materially reduced, and thus, in turn, a reduction in the 
cot of mmmg. 
The average output of gold and silver for 1886, according to thee ti-
mate of gentlemen well informed in mining affairs of the _Territory1 
w ,' 3,850,000, divided between gold and silver in the proportion ot 
one to fiv . 
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, There have been many triumphs· for the mining industry i~ this Ter-
ritory during the year. Among the important discoveries ~as that ?f 
a true vertical contact vein in the Ladv Franklin mine at Kmgston, m 
Sierra County. Many had claimed, and with some apparent reason, 
that the best ore bodies there were those in line, which might come and 
go at any time. But at 300 feet depth in this mine, which is centrally 
located with respect to a very large and important mining district, there 
has been found a large and uniformly mineralized vein of better average 
ore than has been found at any part of the irregular ore bodies. This 
development establishes beyond question the future importanc!3 and 
value of this camp. Public sampling works are now in operation at 
Kingston. 
New and important discoveries have been made on both the North 
and South Percha. 
The gold mines at Hillsborough, in that county, for a long time idle, 
are again being worked, and the output of bullion from the mill a~ that . 
place is very respectable. 
The Lake Valley mines and mill are again in active and successful 
operation with a constant and profitable output, with good promise of 
retrieving the once high repute of that camp. 
In Socorro County, two large reduction establishments, the Billing 
Smelter and the Graphic Mill, are running day and night, mainly on 
ores from mines in the vicinity, and lixiviation works are in successful 
operation at Chloride. 
There are several well-developed and producing mines in this county 
in the Magdalena and Water Oafi.on districts and in the immediate 
vicinity of the city of Socorro, which, with the very extensive and 
costly reduction plants now in successful operation there and the in-
exhaustible deposits of ore in sight, are destined to make that city the 
principal reduction center of the southwest. 
In Southern Santa Fe County the great Canon del .Agua copper 
mine is again in operation after four years of idleness, and, with several 
gold and silver producers at Golden and other points in the vicinity, is 
adding new life and activity to the general mining industry of the 
Territory. 
In Grant County, at Pinos Altos, Carlisle, Telegraph, the Peerless, 
Cook's Peak, Pyramid, and at Silver City, with its new custom silver 
mill, mining has 'taken on new activity and renewed prosperity, with 
every prospect of continuance and increase. Stein's Pass and Camp 
Vallines are two of the very important developments of the year in that 
county. 
In Lincoln County, White Oaks bas come rapidly ahead as a gold-
produci~g camp, and the large companies int~rested there are increas-
ing their investments both in machinery and ih the purchase Qf new 
mining properties in the vicinity. Nogal has also a new discovery, 
which is said to be of enormous wealth in gold, and a considerable city 
is already growing up in the vicinity. 
In other counties, as Colfax, Rio Arriba, Bernalillo, and Dofia .Ana, 
there are also evident indications Qf renewed activity and· prosperous 
development in the mining industry. 
FORESTS AND THE PRODUCT OF LUMBER, 
The forests of New Mexico are almost exclusively of pine, large1y in 
the west, and northwest, and confined generally to the mountain~:ms I 
regions. It is estimated that there are some ten thousand square miles 
\ 
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of pine forest land in the Territory, much ·of it of superior quality and 
all of it fairly good. The product of lumber from these forests is sold 
on the market, where accessible to transportation, at not much above 
the cost of eastern pine lumber, and is generally used for all ordinary 
building· and economic purposes, railroad ties, timbering mines, &c. 
The destruction of these forests by· fires and for the general uses of 
lumber is very 'great, and demands the active intervention of the Gov-
ernment, if not for their preservation, at least for replacement by plant-
ing. This lumber is essential to the development of the country in vari-
ous ways, especially in railroad building, bridge building, and mining. 
But the wholesale destruction now going on cannot but bring wide-
spread disaster to climatic conditions, unless some regulation shall be 
established whereby they may be replaced by replanting with some 
varieties of timber that shall take the place of ·the trees destroyed. 
EDUCATION. 
There has been a marked improvement in the educational affairs of 
the Territory during the past year. There is a growing appreciation 
.among the native people of the necessity and advantages of acquiring 
.an education in the English language and in the American methods of 
thought and of business and general affairs. 
A compulsory school law was enacted by the last legislative assem-
bly, which, though crude, is a step in the right direction, and its gen-
eral effects wiffbe good. The number of public schools has been largely 
increased throughout the Territory, and the attendance improved cor-
respondingly, as has also the general morale of the system. The public-
school system is assuming a condition of coherency which has not char-
.acterized it heretofore. 'The superintendents are generally intelligent, 
,educated gentlemen, with good capacity for organization and devoted 
to their work, and the good results of that work are manifest in the 
reasonably rapid improvement, often under adverse circumstances, 
which is observable. 
The good influence of this system is supplemented by the churches 
in their support oi' denominational schools in which all the branches of 
.a good English education are taught. 
The Catholic Church supports :fifteen such schools in different parts of 
the Territory, as follows: Saint Michael's College, at Santa Fe, for boys; 
Las Vegas College, at Las Vegas, for boys; Mora Academy, at Mora, 
for boys; Academy of Our Lady of Light, at Santa Fe, for girls; Con-
vent of the Immaculate Conception, at Las Vegas, for girls; Convent 
of the Annunciation, at Mora, for girls; Convent of Our Lady of the 
Sacred Heart, at Bernalillo, for girls; Convent of the Sacred Heart, at 
Albuquerque, for girls; Convent of Mount Carmel, at Socorro, for girls; 
Convent of the Visitation, at Las Cruces, for girls; Convent of Si ter 
of Mercy, at Los Alamos, for girls and boys; Convent of Si te~s of 
Mercy, at La M esma, for girls; Academy of Sisters of Mercy, at Silrnr 
City, for girls anti boys; Convent of Saint Jo eph, at Taos, for girl and 
boy. 
'Ibe capacity of these school ranges from 40 to 300 pupils, and they 
are gen rally well patronized and succe sful. 
In addition to the e are three in1,titution di tinctJy for the education 
f Iu<lian childr n-one at, Santa Fe, under the au pice · of the Catbolic 
Cbnrcb, and two at Albuquerque, one under the au pice of the Pre · 
b t rian Uhurcb; and ~he other 'Upported· by thlj Gen ral Government, 
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Tlle Congregational Oliurch bas under its auspices the University of 
New Mexico, at Santa Fe, with an Indian school attached;· tbe Las Ve-
gas Academy, at Las Vegas; the Albuquerque Academy, at .Albuquer-
qu~; and the Congrega.tioual Missiou, ,at Islt~Ut . . 
The Presbyterian Church has an academy at Santa Fe, with an Indian 
mission school attached, and a denominational scho'ol at Taos. 
The Methodist Church has the Methodist College at Albuquerque and 
the Methodist College at Las Vegas. 
All these institutions are well patronized and in reasonably prosper-
ous condition. 
There are also a considerable number of exceHent private .schools 
throughout the Territory. 
SCHOOL LANDS. 
The usual provision for school lands applies to this Territory; as to _ 
all others. But they being in no sense the property of the Ter;riWry, 
or under its jurisdiction, no steps have been taken o:r can be taken for 
their utilization. Ordinarily the Territory, on admission into the Union, 
w0uld be entitled to 4,305,920 acres for school purposes, hqt this amount 
wiU of course be materially diminished by the appropriation of Some 
millions of acres to the satisfaction of grants made by the Spanish and 
Mexican Governments prior to the a:cquisition of the country by the 
United StateR. There will still b'e left, liowever, over 3,000,000 acres to 
the school fund of the State, sufficient for the very handsome endow-
ment of schools, even after discarding from the estimate the worthless 
and inaccessible lands lying in mountain ranges, i'f the trust shall be 
honestly and properly administered. 
LABOR SUPPLY. 
The labor question has not reached New Mexico as in any sense a 
disturbing issue, and is not likely to for many yeats to come. Th~' op-
portunities for engaging, in · proprietary ways, in mining, agriculture, 
trade, and the professions are so general that there is no superabun-
dance of labor seeking employment. It i-s hoped that the legislation of 
the Territory and the State will be strnh as to offer a liberal induce~ 
m~nt in the form of exemptions of rural homestead property from tax-
at10Ii and distrafnt, and thus encourage the establishment of a strong 
and thoroughly self-sustaining rural pop'ulation, and correspondingly 
discourage the concentration of people without capital in the cities. 
This suggestion is based on the self-eviden,t proposition that' one man 
cultivating al farm in the country and producing something to eat and 
~o sell is worth1 to the State l:11 score· of men in the city producing noth-
ing, but dependent on the mutations of trade for daily employment and 
wages; and on the other equally self-evident proposition that a com-
munity is never so free from public tuTmoil, from· strikes and lab()r is-
rues, as when a large proportion of its memb~rs are engaged in agricult-
ure on their own lands. 
CONDITION OF THE INDIANS. 
Since the subjugation and deportation of the Chirica'uhua ban~ of 
the Apaches by Gen~ral Miles, a year ago, there have been no Indian 
disturbances in this Territory. 
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The ;r icarilla band of the Apaches has during the past year beer 
removed from the Mescalero Reservation in the southeast to their for-
mer home in the northwest. The removal was made under the direc-
tion of Agent H. S. Welton, with the assistance and co-operation of 
General Grierson, district commander. The removal was successfully 
ar.d satisfactorily accomplished, without expense to the Government, 
tJ10ugh their removal to the Mescalero Reservation four years ago was 
at an expense to the Government of some $15,000. Their gratification 
on getting back to their old home was very marked. They are being 
gradually inducted by Agent Welton into habits of industry and self-
susten~nce, and the change promises to be productive of great good to 
them. They understand that they are eventually to have their lands 
in severalty and the balance opened to white settlement; that they are 
to break up their tribal relations and become gradually assimilated 
with the white race; and many of them seem to comprehend what that 
means, and are ambitious to hasten its accomplishment. These Indians 
number some 700. 
Some friction has occurred between the Navajoes and their white 
neighbors, but nothing of a serious nature. There are, not strangely, 
some disorderly and turbulent elements among the Navajoes, but as a 
tribe they are orderly and self.sustaining, having large herds of sheep 
and horses, and to some extent successfully cultivate the land. They 
derive considerable revenuA from their wool product, which constitutes 
a not inconsiderable portion of the wool-clip of the Territory. The 
Navajoes number about 21,000. 
The Pueblo Indians are making substantial progress in education. 
Large numbers· of their children are at school on their reservation, and 
at Albuquerque and Santa Fe. They are entirely self-sustaining, and 
a simple, peaceable, law-abiding people. The question of citizenship 
and taxation has agitated them somewhat for the past few years, and 
more especially now. They were made by the law of Mexico citizens 
of that Republic, and came under the sovereignty of the United States 
with all the rights of Mexican citizenship. They hold their lands in fee 
under patents from the General Government, and therefore occupy a 
status entirel:v different from that of all other Indians. These condi-
tions, it is claimed, make them essentially citizens of the United States 
and of the Territory, and therefore clothed with all the rights and privi-
leges, and subject to all the obligations incident thereto. Their lands 
have been assessed this year for taxation, and the right of the Territory 
to tax them will .doubtless go to the courts for final adjudication, as 
that is the only tribunal where the question can be finally determined, 
and the sooner it is settled the better it will be for all concerned, as it 
is a question of great moment to them as well as the Territory. The 
sooner they can be induced to accept full citizenship, the more irnme-
diate and complete will be their recognition as a constituent of the body 
politic, and the more rapid will be their assimilation and advancement 
in the scale of civilization and enlightenment and political consequence. 
These people number some 8,000 . 
. Th_e Mescaleros, numbering between 400 and 500, occupy a reserva-
tion m the southeast, embracing an area of over 500,000. 
The time is coming when the devotion of this large tract of country 
will eem entirely <li proportionate to such limited occupancy, and will 
mor_ ver, be neeu.ed f?r s ttlement and development, to permit that 
B _ct1on to keep pace with the balance of the Territory. It would be a 
kmdn to tho e Indian to give them to under tarnl that they mu t 
Roouer or later accept their lands in severalty, and prepare them fnr 
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that alternative· and that the Tesidue of the reservation must be opened 
' to white settlement. . 
It may be inadmissible to remove the India1:1s,- ~ow in this Territory 
to other localities. They are as a rule so far e1v1hzed and so generally 
surrounded with settlements that there is little if any danger of future 
hostilities on their part. They are now in a fair state for induction into 
the ways of industry and self.support and a higher civilization. 
Many of the children of aII these tribes are in school in diff~r~nt 
parts of the Territory, where they are being educated and acqmrmg 
the knowledge and habits of civilized life. On the whole, their gen-
eral condition and prospects are better than they were a year ago. 
PUBLIC BUILDINGS. 
The Territory bas but two public buildings-the capitol, or s~ate 
house, and a peni~ntiary, authorized by the legislative assembly of 
1884; the first at a cost of $200,000 and the second at $150,000. The 
capi.toi bui1ding is a commodious, weII-planned, weII-appoin~ed, and ex-
ceedingly elegant structure, creditable alike to the Territory and to the 
designer, and erected at a cost within the appropriation. 
Five of the counties have commodious and tasteful court-houses au<l 
jails-those of Bernalillo County, erected at a cost of $97,000; San Mig-
uel, $126,000; Socorro, $48,000; Santa Fe, $50,000; and Grant, $36,000. 
An appropriation of $52,000 was made by the last Congress for the 
completion of a United States building commenced at Santa Fe many 
years ago, but the work of completion is not yet begun. 
LEGISLATION. 
This Territory presents the anomalous spectacle of a community 
possessing remarkable natural resources and in a generally prosperous 
condition, but with an empty public treasury. 
The rains have been copious and timely, cattle are in excellent con-
dition for market, the wool clip bas been la.rgely increased, the mines 
have yielded better than ever before, agriculture has been largely ex-
tended and the yield unusuaIIy abundant, there has been no public tur-
moil or disaster of any sort, and the general state of trade and busi-
ness has been good. Yet there is no money in the public treasury, and 
that bas been practically its condition for years. The secret of that 
condition is that there has peen scarcely a semblance of a system of 
revenue. or method in the legislation regulating the administration of 
the public :finances. The result has been for years a chronic depreci-
ation of the paper of the Territory, a condition aggravated as-the ex-
penses of the Territory have increased with the increasing magnitude 
of its interests. 
The attention of the last legislative assembly was earnestly directed, 
at the beginning of the session, and repeatedly during its continuance, 
to the urgent need of devising and establishing a coherent system of 
revenue and :finance for the recuperation and maintenance of the pub-
lic credit, and the saving of considerable sums now lost annually by 
reason of the necessity of paying for purchases in depreciated Treas-
ury warrants. 
Large sums of money have been thrown away annually and Jost to 
the tax-payers, for which the Territory is now in debt to a large amount 
ovP-r and above what would have been the cost of government, for the 
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lack of a uniform and intelligent system of taxation and financial admin 
istration, and is daily falling deeper in debt from the same cause. 
It was confidently hoped that the presentation of this state of facts 
would insure the preparation and adoption of measures of legislation 
which would obviate further embarrassment in that direction. But in 
that expectation the public was disappointed. Conspicuous parties, 
inside and outside of the legislature, seemed to be inspired with the 
conviction that their duties were more of a partisan and personal than 
of an economic and public character, and those parties seemed to domi-
nate the action of the body, though against the earnest protest and 
effort of the minority. Hence the time of the session was largely con-
sumed in the preparation and discussion of matters of little relevancy 
to general public affairs-of schemes for the satisfaction of partisan and 
personal antagonisms and of individual aggrandizement and greed. 
Bu.t little was done for the betterment of affairs, and that little so crude 
and ill-digested that it has-become a serious question whether the work 
of the session, summed up, has not, been productive of more evil than 
good. 
In financial respects, at least, it is now certain that the condition of 
the Territory has been made worse by reason of both the action and 
non-action of that session. Not only did it fail to adopt any legislation 
for the betterment of the methods of taxation, or reduction of expenses, 
or for systematizing the administration of the public finances, but sev-
eral of its acts have had the direct effect of very largely increasing the 
public expem;es without making any provision whatever for their pay-
ment. The increase in the expenses of the Territorial courts alone, 
consequent upon legislation in the form of jury and fee bills, is at the 
rate of $90,000 a year. The result is that since the adjournment of the 
legislature Territorial warrants have still further depreciated to two-
thirds their face value, and this item is adding still further to the--eost 
of government, as it is of course impossible to purchase at cash prices 
with depreciated paper. 
The enormous expense of maintaining thf\ Territorial penitentiary, 
some $60,000 a year, thrown upon the Territory by the legislature ~f 
1884, without any provision therefor, was left unprovided for by this 
legislature, though urgent recommendation was made and a measure 
presented for the employment of the convicts at a special vocation 
which would have made that institution practically self-sustaining, and 
thus relieved the tax-payers of a large part if not all of the annual 
burden of that institution. 
The opportunity to correct this condition of affairs and to put the 
Territory on a cash basis lies in procuring from Congress authority to 
elect another legislature during the coming winter and to hold another 
session thereafter. The cost to the Territory of such an election would 
be about $4,000, while the cost to the United States for a twenty or 
thirty <fays' session would not exceed $10,000 or $12,000. It is beli ved 
that a proper pr sentation of the financial condition of the Territor · 
would secure the a · ent of Congres to uch an election and e ion . 
. _It i further b lieved that now, while the remembrance of the di m, l 
fa1lu ·e of the exi ting legislature to accompli h anything at it I t 
ion of value to tho public is till fre b, and before the public di · 
~ ·t and. annoyance ov r the paltrine s and. viciou ne of th cl.I m 
of I? r . nal hatr . l and of plun 1 r that cliaracteriz d n arly ,·er. on 
f it_ 1xty da,y of life ·ball hav-e b come b.Junt d by tim , it will 
1'0 . 1l>l to ecure the e1 ction of a 1 gi lative body that will thra 
·a id all parf an con ider:1tion , all illicit cheme and motiv , and 
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grappling at once and with a determined purpose to retrieve our Terri-
·torial affairs from their present unfortunate condition, promptly enact 
wise and effectiv-e legislation to that erid. . 
There being no c,ther elections to complicate the selection. of members 
of the legislature, and no political or partisan issues-no issue, in fact, 
but that of systematizing the administration of the finances of the Ter-
ritory and placing its treasury on a cash paying basis-there is good 
ground for hope that the business element, irrei,pective of partisan con~ 
siderations, will unite in the selection of the fittest men of the com-
munity for the discharge of this responsible trust. 
If a session shall be granted, the intelligent voters of the Territory 
will not fail to appreciate the critical condition of affairs, nor the im-
portance of utilizing that, the first opportunity presented, to apply the 
remedy. 
I would recommend that the scope of legislation for this session be 
confined to the subjects of revenue and finance, education, public insti-
tutions, and the correction of preceding legislation; also that future 
legislative elections be required to ~e held biennially from this date, to 
the end that the selection of the members be uncomplicated with the 
partisan issues usual to a general election, and thus the procurement of 
business men instead of partisans as legislators. 
UNDEVELOPED RESOURCES. 
It is impossible to accurately or definitely estimate or describe the 
undeveloped resources of New Mexico, so vast is the range of natural 
resources known to exist. Of the 122,500 square miles of land, 10,000 
are covered with pine forests; of the 78,000,000 acres, 40,000,000 are 
good average agricultural lands, and probably 20,000,000 of the balance 
are mountainous. These mountains, in large parts of the Territory, 
especially the central and southwestern, contain every description of 
mrneral, iron, lead, zinc, copper, silver, gold, and coal. The deposits of 
coal are found most abundant in Southern Santa Fe County, where is 
a large. deposit of anthracite as well as bituminous; in Ea.stern Ber-
nalillo County; in Northern Taos and Rio Arriba and Eastern Colfax 
Counties; in Eastern Socorro County, at Carthage; in Central Lincoln 
County, about White Oaks, where coal and gold are mined in close 
proximity; and in Western Bernalillo, about Gallup. 
~he output of coal for the year, as nearly as I have been al>~e to ascer-
tam from reliable sources, is as follows: 








The Blossburg mines include several thousand acres of coal land, 
u~derlaid with a vein 5½ feet in thickness. The vein is a true bitu-
mmous coal of first-rate steam-producing qualities, and is largely con-
sumed by railroads and other steam users. 
Tbe San Pedro mines are located at Carthage, Socorro County. The 
coal is high-grade coking and steam coal. These mines, as are also the 
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Bl~ssburg mines, are operated by the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe 
Railroad Company, which has also 70 coke ovens at San Antonio, where 
a large portion of the San Pedro coal is converted into coke, and finds 
a ready market in New Mexico, Arizona, and Mexico. 
T~e G~llup mines embrace a group of Revera! known deposits, 5 to G 
feet m thickness, and represent a large section in that portion of the 
Territory underlaid with coal, known to include several hundred square 
miles. The coal is lignitic, excellently adapted to domestic uses, as 
well as steam, is cleanly to handle, and burns down to a white ash, with 
little or no residuum. 
These three districts are. the only ones in the Territory which can be 
said to be even fairly developed. Their extent, with the exception of 
the San Pedro, is as_ yet practically unknown. 
The Amargo mines have been in operation but a short time, and the 
amount of product stated represents the output of but three months, 
and that was largely incidental to development work. This and the 
J\fonero mines are in the same general section of country, and represent 
a very large and important coal di~trict. In the Amargo three veins 
have been opened, each about four feet in thickness, the lowest 150 feet 
below the surface, and each apparently belonging to a different stratum. 
This is an excellent coal for gas, steam, and domestic vurposes, and its 
development, now assured, will add very largely to the wealth of the 
Territory. 
The output of the White Oaks mines represents simply the local de-
mand of a community isolated from railroad transportation. The fi~l<l 
is known to be extensive and capable of a very important output, with 
the supply of facilities for transportation to market. The veins vary 
from 3 to 4 feet in thickness, and improve in quality with deeper mining. 
In San Juan County, in the northwest corner of the Territory, coal 
is mined for domestic purposes only, there being · no transportation or 
demand for other purposes. The outcroppings in that county range 
from 1 to 20 feet in thickness, and the deposit is evidently very ext~n-
~ si ve; but there can be no development without the facilities for reacbmg 
a market, now 150 miles distant. 
In tb.e Oerrillos district, while the mining is somewhat of a de ult?ry 
character, the extent 'Of the deposits is known to be very large, coven~g 
some hundreds of square miles, an<l the veins an average of 4 feet rn 
thickness. The Ortiz mines, in this district, consist of a high grade.of 
anthracite, pronounced by experts to be equal to the average anthracite 
of Pennsylvania. These deposits remain practically undeveloped for 
want of economical transportation. . 
These enormous deposits of coal, with the equally extensive depo it 
of minerals of all kinds and grades, constitute a remarkable range and 
extent of undeveloped resources, to the development of which the atten· 
tion of inve ting capital must soon be turned. It means, sooner or la~r 
the ~stablishment and upbuilding of great manufacturing in~lu trie 
dottmg the Territory with thriving cities and fi.lli ng the land with pro · 
perous people. 
But it i in the direction of agriculture that tl.le Territor po e c 
the mo t urpri ing pos ibilitie of development. Thi developm . nt 
however, in large parts of the Territory, depend upon the ·t, ~II. h-
m ntofanexten ive y temofirrigation. Whiletherearema.uym1lh n 
a ·r that are now producing and will produce good average rop of 
all g neral kind without irrigation, there are other large ar th 
will ~ot, 3:t lea t for many year to come, when a condition of a~m · 
pher1c m01 ture and equability of rainfall shall have been establu he 
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by the continued cultivation of surrounding land~. Till then, 13:rg~ 
portions of the great mesas can be successfully cultivated only by irri-
gation, and that irrigation must of necessity be on a scale so large as 
to be practically beyond the reach of private capital. 
Two large irrigating canals are projected, one on each side of and 
down the Rio Grande, back from the river and skirting the base of the 
mountains. These two canals would water an extent of land averaging 
some 20 miles in width and 300 in length, embracing from three to 
four million acres, nearly all of it property of the Government, con-
. taining all the elements of production, but absolutely a desert for the 
want of water. An abundance of water now goes dow~ the Rio Grande 
annually in great floods, and as often destroying vast amounts of prop-
erty. A system of storage basins along the Upper Rio Grande for feed-
ing these canals would utilize all that waste, and convert these three or 
four million acres of now useless land into productive, prosperous farms. 
It was to this end that I recommended in my last annual report the 
appropriation of a sufficient sum to test the feasibility of storing the 
surplus water of the Rio Grande in the manner suggested, in the interest 
of the agricultural industry. 
It is certainly quite as legitimate an expenditure of public money to 
appropriate it in the interest of an industry which is the basis of pros-
perity to all other industries and interests, as to attempt to make navi-
gable streams where none exist by nature in the interest of commerce-
an industry that could have no existence but for the products of agri-
culture. 
The creation of taxable property where none now exists would vastly 
more than repay any sum that might be found necessary to accomplish 
this purpose. 
Hon, L. Q. 0. LAMAR, 
Secretary Interior. 
EDMUND G. ROSS, 
Governor New Mexico. 
